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M. Harada ``Ring Theory, Proceedings of 1978 Antwerp Conference,''
.pp. 669]690, Dekker, New York, 1979 studied the following two conditions:
 .* Every non-small left R-module contains a non-zero injective submodule.
 .* * Every non-cosmall right R-module contains a non-zero projective direct
summand.
 .K. Oshiro Hokkaido Math. J. 13, 1984, 310]338 further studied the above
 . conditions, and called a left artinian ring with * a left Harada ring abbreviated
.left H-ring and a ring satisfying the ascending chain condition for right annihilator
 .  .ideals with * * a right co-Harada ring abbreviated right co-H-ring . K. Oshiro
 .Math. J. Okayama Uni¨ . 31, 1989, 161]178 showed that left H-rings and right
co-H-rings are the same rings. Here we are particularly interested in the following
characterization of a left H-ring given in Harada's paper above: A ring R is a left
H-ring if and only if R is a perfect ring and for any left non-small primitive
idempotent e of R there exists a non-negative integer t such thate
 .  .  4a RerS Re is injective for any k g 0, . . . , t andR k R e
 .  .  .b RerS Re is a small module, where S Re denotes the k-th socleR t q1 R k Re
of the left R-module Re.
This characterization implies
 .  .q S Re is a uniserial left R-module for any left non-small primitivet q1 Re
idempotent e in a left H-ring R.
 .In this paper, we generalize left H-rings by removing q . Concretely, since a left
H-ring R is also characterized by the statement that R is left artinian and for any
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primitive idempotent g of R there exist a primitive idempotent e of R and ag
non-negative integer k such that the injective hull of the left R-module RgrJg isg
 .isomorphic to RerS Re , where J is the Jacobson radical of R, we define ak R g Rg
more general class of rings by the condition that for any primitive idempotent g of
R there exists a primitive idempotent e of R such that the injective hull of the left
 < 4R-module RgrJg is isomorphic to Rer x g Re gRx s 0 , and call it a left quasi-
 .Harada ring abbreviated left QH ring . In Section 1 we characterize a left QH ring
by generalizing the characterizations of a left H-ring given by M. Harada and K.
Oshiro. We also consider the weaker rings, left QF-2 rings and right QF-2* rings.
 .K. Oshiro Math. J. Okayama Uni¨ . 32, 1990, 111]118 described the connection
between left H-rings and QF rings. In Section 2 we describe the connection
between two-sided QH rings and QF rings. Q 1996 Academic Press, Inc.
Throughout this paper R is a semiperfect ring with identity 1 and
 .R-modules are unitary. Choose a complete set p R of orthogonal primi-
tive idempotents of R. We let N and N denote the set of positive integers0
and non-negative integers, respectively. For a left R-module M, we denote
 .  .the injective hull of M by E M , the Jacobson radical of M by rad M ,
 .  <   ..k 4the socle of M by S M , the k th socle x g M rad R ? x s 0 of MR
 .  .  .by S M , the top Mrrad M by T M , the composition length of M byk
< <    ..my 1M , and the Loewy length m g N such that rad R M / 0 andR
  ..m .  .rad R M s 0 of M by L M .R
 .For modules M and N we write N e M resp. N < M if N is an}
 .essential resp. a small submodule of M. For a subset S of R and an
element r g R we denote by r ? the map S ª rS defined via s ¬ rs for all
 .  < 4s g S. For subsets S and T of R we write l T s x g S xT s 0 andS
 .  < 4  .r T s x g S Tx s 0 . Put J [ rad R . We abbreviate the descendingS R
chain condition to DCC and the ascending chain condition to ACC.
The authors thank Professor T. Sumioka for telling us of Lemma A,
enabling us to give a proof of Lemma 1 easier than our original one.
1. LEFT QH RINGS
LEMMA A. Let A be a ring and let X and Y be left A-modules such that
< <  .  .X - ` and Y is quasi-injecti¨ e resp. quasi-projecti¨ e . Put R [ End Y .A A A
<  . <  <  . < .Then Hom X, Y - ` resp. Hom Y , X - ` .A A A R R R A A R A
Proof. We prove the quasi-injective statement, the proof of the quasi-
< <projective one being similar. We use induction on X .A
 .When X is simple, assume that Hom X, Y / 0. Then take anyA A A A
 .non-zero a , b g Hom X, Y . Since b is monic, there exists g gA A A
 .Hom Y, Y with a s b (g because Y is quasi-injective. It follows thatA A A A
 .Hom X, Y is simple.A A A R R
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< < <  . <Now let X s n q 1 and assume that Hom W, Y - ` for anyA A A A R R
< <W with W F n. Take a simple submodule X 9 of X. ThenA A A A
<  . < <  . <Hom X 9, Y , Hom XrX 9, Y - `, andA A A R R A A A R R
0 ª Hom XrX 9, Y ª Hom X , Y ª Hom X 9, Y .  .  .A A A
<  . <is exact. Therefore Hom X, Y - `.A A A R R
LEMMA 1. Let A be a semiperfect ring and K a left A-module. Suppose
< < nthat K - ` and K s [ X , where each X is an indecomposableA A i iis1
 .quasi-injecti¨ e left A-module. Then the ring R [ End K is right artinian.A
 4Proof. Let e : K ª X be the projection for each i g 1, . . . , n . Theni A A i
<  . <  < <.by Lemma A, Hom K, X s Re - ` for any i, j gA A A ie R e ie R ei i i i
 41, . . . , n . Therefore, R is right artinian.
 .We call a module M non-small if M <u E M , and otherwise we call M
 .small. A primitive idempotent e of R is said to be left resp. right
 .non-small if the left R-module Re resp. the right R-module eR is
 .non-small and otherwise e is said to be left resp. right small.
We call a module M non-cosmall if there exist a projective module P
 .and an epimorphism f : P ª M such that Ker f eu P.}
We say that an R-module M is extending if for any submodule N there
exists a direct summand N* of M with N e N*. Dually, we say that M is}
a lifting module if for any submodule N of M there exists a direct
summand N* of M with NrN* < MrN*.
Let M and N be modules. We say that M is almost N-injecti¨ e when,
for any submodule N9 of N and any homomorphism f: N9 ª M, either of
the following two conditions holds.
Ä Ä . <1 There exists a homomorphism f : N ª M with f s f .N 9
Ä .2 There exist a direct summand N of N and a homomorphism f :1
Ä <M ª N with f (f s p , where p means a projection: N ª N .N 91 1
 .If, in particular, condition 1 always holds, we say that M is N-injecti¨ e.
Moreover, a module M is called almost injecti¨ e if M is almost U-injec-
tive for any R-module U. A semiprimary ring R is called a left almost QF
ring if R satisfies ACC on left annihilator ideals and every indecomposable
projective left R-module is almost injective.
Dually, we say that M is almost N-projecti¨ e when, for any submodule
N9 of N and any homomorphism f : M ª NrN9, either of the following
two conditions holds. Here m: N ª NrN9 denotes the natural epimor-
.phism.
Ä Ä .1 There exists a homomorphism f : M ª N with f s m(f.
Ä .2 There exist a direct summand N of N and a homomorphism f :1
Ä <N ª M with f (f s m .N1 1
 .If, in particular, condition 1 always holds, we say that M is N-projecti¨ e.
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Moreover, a module M is called almost projecti¨ e if M is almost
U-projective for any R-module U. A semiprimary ring R is called a right
almost co-QF ring if R satisfies ACC on left annihilator ideals or equiva-
.lently, DCC on right annihilator ideals and every indecomposable injec-
tive right R-module is almost projective.
We note that the original definitions of ``almost injective,'' ``almost
projective,'' ``left almost QF ring,'' and ``right almost co-QF ring'' M.
a .Harada called this ring right almost QF ring given by M. Harada are a
little different from the above. Here we give these definitions according
w xto 22 .
 .We say that a module M is local if rad M is a small maximal
submodule of M, or, equivalently, M is cyclic and has a unique maximal
 .submodule. Dually, a module M is called colocal if S M is an essential
simple submodule of M.
 .We call a semiperfect ring R a left right QF-2 ring if any indecompos-
 .able projective left right R-module is colocal. A ring is called QF-2 if it is
both left and right QF-2.
 .Dually, we call a semiperfect ring R a left right QF-2* ring if any
 .indecomposable injective left right R-module is local. A ring is called
QF-2* if it is both left and right QF-2*.
We say that the faithful left R-module M is minimal faithful if, for any
faithful left R-module N, there exists a direct summand M9 of N such
that M9 f M.R R
A ring R is called a left QF-3 ring if R has a minimal faithful left
R-module. Symmetrically we define a right QF-3 ring, and a ring is called a
QF-3 ring if it is both left and right QF-3. It is well known that a one-sided
 w x.artinian QF-2 ring is QF-3 see, for instance, 1, 31.7.Theorem .
For a set S of R-modules, a subset S9 of S is called a basic set of S if
 .  .a for any M, M9 g S9, M f M9 as R-modules iff M s M9 and b for any
N g S, there exists M g S9 such that M f N as R-modules.
Further, for a set S of primitive idempotents of a ring R, a subset S9 of
 < 4  < 4S is called a basic set of S if eR e g S9 is a basic set of eR e g S .R R
A left artinian ring R is said to be a left Harada ring abbreviated left
.H-ring if R satisfies the following equivalent conditions of Theorem B.
 .THEOREM B M. Harada, K. Oshiro, and S. Tozaki . For a ring R, the
following are equi¨ alent.
 .1 R is perfect and e¨ery non-small left R-module contains a non-zero
injecti¨ e submodule.
 .2 E¨ery injecti¨ e left R-module is a lifting module.
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 .3 R is left perfect and the family of all injecti¨ e left R-modules is
closed under taking small co¨ers, i.e., for any epimorphism f: M ª E,R R
 .where E is injecti¨ e and Ker f is small in M, M is injecti¨ e.R R R
 .4 E¨ery left R-module can be expressed as a direct sum of an
injecti¨ e module and a small module.
 .  .5 i R is perfect and
 .ii for any left non-small primiti¨ e idempotent e of R, there
exists t g N such thate 0
 .  .  4a RerS Re is injecti¨ e for each k g 0, . . . , t andR k R e
 .  .b RerS Re is small.R t q1 Re
 .  .6 i R is left artinian and
 .  .  .ii for any g g p R , there exist e g p R and k g N suchg g 0
  ..  .that E T Rg f Re rS Re .R R g k R gg
 .7 R is left almost co-QF.
 .  .8 i R is left artinian,
 .  .  .ii for any f g p R , there exists e g p R such that Re is aR
  ..  colocal projecti¨ e co¨er of E T Rf or equi¨ alently under the assumptionR
 .. .i , R is left QF-2* and left QF-3 and
 .  .   ..iii for any e g p R with Re injecti¨ e, E RerS ReR R m9 e.q1 R
 .  <  .is projecti¨ e, where m9 e [ max i g N RerS Re is injecti¨ e for any0 R j R
40 F j F i .
 .  .9 i R is left artinian,
 .  .  .ii for any f g p R , there exists e g p R such that Re is theR
  ..colocal projecti¨ e co¨er of E T Rf andR
 .  .   ..iii for any e g p R with Re injecti¨ e, E RerS ReR R k 9 e.q1 R
 .  <  .is projecti¨ e, where k9 e [ max i g N RerS Re is colocal for any0 R j R
40 F j F i .
 .10 R satisfies ACC for right annihilator ideals and e¨ery non-cosmall
right R-module contains a non-zero projecti¨ e direct summand.
 .11 E¨ery projecti¨ e right R-module is an extending module.
 .12 The family of all projecti¨ e right R-modules is closed under taking
essential extensions.
 .13 E¨ery right R-module can be expressed as a direct sum of a
projecti¨ e module and a singular module.
 .  .14 i R is left artinian and
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 .  4mii if f is a basic set of right non-small primiti¨ e idempo-i is1
 4tents, then f R is injecti¨ e for each i g 1, . . . , m and there exists a seti R
 4ms of non-negati¨ e integers such thati is1
 . k i  4a f J is projecti¨ e for each i g 1, . . . , m and eachi R
 4k g 0, . . . , s andi i
 .  .  4b for any g g p R , there exist i g 1, . . . , m andg
 4 k gk g 0, . . . , s such that gR f f J .g i R i Rg
 .  .15 i R is left artinian and
 .  .  .ii for any g g p R , there exist f g p R and k g N suchg g 0
that
 . k ga gR f f J andR q R
 .  .b E gR f f R .R g R
 .16 R is right almost QF.
 .17 R is artinian and J is almost injecti¨ e as a right R-module.
 .  .18 i R is right artinian,
 .  .  . ii E fR is local for any f g p R or equi¨ alently, R is rightR
 w x..QF-2 and right QF-3 see 24, Lemma 3.1 and
 .  .iii for any f g p R with fR injecti¨ e, the projecti¨ e co¨er ofR
m f .q1  .  < jfJ is injecti¨ e, where m f [ max i g N fJ is projecti¨ e for anyR 0 R
40 F j F i .
 .  .19 i R is right artinian.
 .  .  .ii E fR is local for any f g p R andR
 .  .iii for any f g p R with fR injecti¨ e, the projecti¨ e co¨erR
k f .q1  .  < jof fJ is injecti¨ e, where k f [ max i g N fJ is local for any 0 FR 0 R
4j F i .
Moreo¨er, if the conditions are satisfied, R is a QF-3 ring.
 .  .  .  .  .  .  .We note that the following proofs of 3 , 6 « 8 « 6 and 3 , 5 , 6 ,
 .  .  . w x8 « 9 « 6 are by the dual argument of 24, Theorems 3.4 and 3.2 ,
respectively.
 .  . w xProof. 1 m 5 . This is by 6, Theorem 2.3 .
 .  .  .  . w1 m 2 m 3 m 4 and the last statement. This is by 16, Theorem
x2.11; 7, Theorem 5 .
 .  .  .  . w x10 m 11 m 12 m 13 . This is by 16, Theorem 3.18 .
 .  . w x w10 m 14 . This is by 6, Theorem 3.6 , its proof, and 17, Proposi-
xtion 3.2 .
 .  . w x1 m 10 . This is by 17, Theorems 3.7 and 5.5; 7, Theorem 5 .
 .  .  .  .  . . w x  .1 , 3 , 5 « 6 . Part 6 i holds by 7, Theorem 5 . For any g g p R ,
  ..  . w xE T Rg is a local left R-module by 1 and 6, Lemma 2.3 . So thereR
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 .   ..exists e g p R with a projective cover f : Re ª E T Rg . Then e isg R g R g
w xa left non-small primitive idempotent by 6, Lemma 1.1 .
 4  .Therefore we have k g 0, . . . , t such that Re rS Re fg e R g k R ggg
  ..  .  . .  .E T Rg , where t g N is given by 5 ii . In fact, if Ker f =R e 0g
 .  .S Re , there exists an epimorphism : Re rS Re ªt q1 R g R g t q1 R ge eg gf .   ..  .  .Re rKer f ª E T Rg . So Re rS Re is injective by 3 sinceR g R R g t q1 R ge g
 . .Re is local. This contradicts the definition of t given in 5 ii . More-R g eg
 . . .  .over, using 5 ii a inductively we see that S Re is uniserial.t q1 R ge g
 .  .  4Therefore Ker f : S Re and we have k g 0, . . . , t such thatt q1 R g ee gg
 .   ..Re rS Re f E T Rg .R g k R g R
 .  .  . .  . .6 « 5 . Part 5 i is clear from 6 i . Assume that there exist
 .  . e g p R and k g N such that RerS Re is non-small. We note that,0 R k R
w x .   ..then, e is left non-small by 6, Lemma 1.1 . Let S RerS Re sR k Rn[ S , where S is a submodule of Re such that S is simple for eachi R i R R iis1
 4  . .  .i g 1, . . . , n . Then by 6 ii there exist e g p R and k g N suchi i 0
z if .  .  4that E S Re rS Re for each i g 1, . . . , n . ThereforeªR i R i k R ii
z [ [z in nf  ..  .   ..E RerS Re s [ E S [ Re rS Re . Now let p :ªR k R R i R i k R i jis1 is1 i
n   ..  .[ Re rS Re ª Re rS Re be the projection for each j gi k R i j k R jis1 i j
 4  4   ..1, . . . , n . Then there exists l g 1, . . . , n such that RerS Re z (p sk R l
 .  . wRe rS Re by the assumption that RerS Re is non-small and 6,l k R l R k Rl
x  .  .  .  .Lemma 1.3 . So T Re f T Re i.e., Re f Re and S z (p / 0 byR R l R R l l l
the definition of z . Now we may assume that e s e . Thenl
 . <  .  .z (p : RerS Re ª RerS Re is an epimorphism withR er S  R e.l R k R R k Rk R l
 .S z (p / 0. Hence k F k . We now show that k s k . In fact,l l l l
  ..  .S RerS Re is simple since RerS Re is injective. So assumeR k R R k Rl l
 .   ..that k § k . Then S : S Re . Thus L RerS Re rl l k R R k Rl
 . < ..   ..  .Ker z (p ¨ L RerS Re because S z (p / 0. But,R er S  R e.l R k R l lk R l
 . <   ..since z (p is an epimorphism, RerS Re rR e r S  R e .l R k Rk R
 . < .  .Ker z (p f RerS Re , a contradiction. ThereforeR e r S  R e .l R k Rk R l
 .  .  .RerS Re s RerS Re , i.e., RerS Re is injective.k R k R R k Rl
 .  .14 « 15 . This is clear.
 .  .15 « 14 . For any right non-small primitive idempotent f of R, we
 .  .  . . .have f 9 g p R with E fR f f 9R by 15 ii b . Then fR f f 9R sinceR R R R
f 9R is local and fR is non-small. Therefore fR is injective.R R R
Assume that there exist a right non-small idempotent f and n g N0
such that fJ n is not projective and fJ nq1 is projective. Take x g fJ n yR R
nq1  .fJ such that xR is local. We have g 9 g p R with projective cover j :R
g 9R ª xR .R R
 . nq1 nq1We show that j g 9J s fJ . In fact, fJ is indecomposable sinceR
 . .  . nq1fR is indecomposable injective by 14 ii shown above . So fJ is localR R
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nq1  . nq1  nq2 .because fJ is projective. So we have j g 9J s fJ since xRrfJR R
is uniserial.
< nq1  .Therefore j is monic because fJ is projective and S g 9R isg 9J R R
 . . .simple by 15 ii b . Thus j is an isomorphism.
 . . . k g 9On the other hand, by 15 ii a , g 9R f f J . Then f R f fRR g 9 R g 9 R R
  ..   ..since fR s E S fR f E S g 9R f f R , where the first isomor-R R g 9 R
j
f .  .  . . .phism is by S fR S g 9R and the last isomorphism is by 15 ii b .¤R R
In consequence, fJ k g 9 f g 9R f xR . Therefore, since x g fJ n y fJ nq1, weR R R
must have k s n, i.e., fJ n is projective, a contradiction.g 9 R
 . .This establishes 14 ii .
 .  .  . w x1 m 7 m 16 . This is by 22, Theorem 3.6 .
 .  .  . w16 m 17 . If 16 is satisfied, R is artinian by 22, Theorem 3.6; 19,
x w xCorollary . So the equivalences follow by 13, Theorem 1 .
 . .   . ..Here we give a proof for the equivalence between 8 ii or 9 ii and
the condition that R is left QF-2* and left QF-3 under the assumption that
R is left artinian.
 .« . It is clear that R is left QF-2*.
 4m   . <Put g [ g g p R Rg is not embedded in any finite direct sumi is1 i R i
4[P of indecomposable projective modules, where P fu Rg for any k .k R k R i
We now show that [m Rg is injective faithful, i.e., R is left QF-3. InR iis1
 4  .fact, faithfulness is clear. Further, for any i g 1, . . . , m put S Rg sR i[l i S , where any S is a simple left R-module. Then by assumption forj jjs1
 4  .each j g 1, . . . , l there exist e g p R and an epimorphism f : Re ªi j j R j
 .  . l i l iE S such that a Re is colocal. Put f [ [ f : [ Re ªR j R j j jjs1 js1l i  . < y1 <  y1 .. < <  . <[ E S . Then f splits. So S f Rg G S Rg . Hencef R g .R j i R iijs1
< y 1 < < < y 1 . < f is monic because Rg s f Rg deduced fromf  R g . R i ii
<  . < <  l i . < <  y1 .. < <  . <S Rg s l s S [ Re G S f Rg G S Rg , where the sec-R i i js1 R j i R i
 .. y1 . l iond equation is given by a . Therefore since f Rg e[ Re isi R j} js1
deduced by the same argument, f is a monomorphism, and so an isomor-
l i  . l iphism. Hence Rg : [ E S f [ Re . Thus Rg is injective byi R j R j R ijs1 js1
the definition of g .i
 .  .   ..¥ . For any f g p R , E T Rf is local since R is left QF-2*. SoR
 .   ..there exists e g p R with an epimorphism c : Re ª E T Rf . Then eR R
w xis left non-small by 6, Lemma 1.1 . Therefore since R is left artinian and
left QF-3, Re is injective, i.e., Re is colocal.R R
 .  .  .  . .  .3 , 6 « 8 . R is left artinian and left QF-2* by 6 i , ii . Moreover
 . w  .x  . .  .R is QF-3 by 3 and 4, 1.3 Theorem 5 . Therefore 8 i , ii hold.
 .  .Let e g p R with Re injective and let g g p R with g ?R
  .  ..   ..S Re rS Re / 0. Assume that E T Rg is not pro-m9 e.q2 R m9 e.q1 R R
 .  .jective. Take x g g ? S Re y S Re . Then we have a non-m9 e.q2 R m9 e.q1 R
  ..  .   ..zero homomorphism r : Rx q S Re rS Re ª E T Rg .m9 e.q1 R m9 e.q1 R R
 .   ..And there exists r : RerS Re ª E T Rg such thatÄ R m9 e.q1 R R
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<  .r s r. On the other hand, there are f g p RÄ R xqS  R e..r S  R e.m9 e.q 1 R m9 e.q 1 R
 .   ..  . .and l g N with an isomorphism h: RfrS Rf ª E T Rg by 6 ii .0 R l R R
  ..Then we remark that l G 1 by the assumption that E T Rg is notR
 .  .projective. Let p : Re ª RerS Re and p 9: Rf ª RfrS RfR R m9 e.q1 R R R l R
be the natural epimorphisms. We have u : Re ª Rf such that u (p 9(hR R
 .  .  .s p ( r. Then x u f S Rf since x p ( r / 0 and l G 1. SoÄ ÄR
  ..   ..  .S Re u / 0. Therefore we have i F m9 e with Ker u sm9 e.q1 R
 .  .  .S Re since S Re is uniserial by the definition of m9 e . Theni R m9 e.q1 R
 .the monomorphism RerS Re ª Rf induced from u is an isomor-R i R R
 .phism since RerS Re is injective. Hence i s 0, i.e., u is an isomor-R i R
 .   ..phism. Therefore r : RerS Re ª E T Rg is an epimorphism.Ä R m9 e.q1 R R
 .  .So RerS Re is injective by 3 . This contradicts the definition ofR m9 e.q1 R
 .m9 e .
 .  .  .  .  .  .3 , 5 , 6 , 8 « 9 . Let e g p R such that Re is injective andR
 .   ..  . .g g p R with g ? T S Re / 0. To show 9 iii , we have only tok 9 e.q2 R
  ..show that E T Rg is projective.R
 .  .Since RerS Re is colocal, there exists f g p R withR k 9 e. R
  ..  .     ...S RerS Re f T Rf . Then we remark that g ? S E T Rf rR k 9 e. R R 2 R
   ....   ..S E T Rf / 0 because g ? T S Re / 0. Now there exist e9 gR k 9 e.q2 R
 .   ..  .  . .p R and l g N such that E T Rf f Re9rS Re9 by 6 ii . Then by0 R R l R
w x  .6, Lemma 1.1 , e9 is a left non-small idempotent and Re9rS Re9 is ai R
 .  .  . .  .non-small left R-module for any 0 F i F l . So by 5 ii , l F m9 e9 ,
 .  . .where m9 e9 is the one given in 8 iii .
 .   ..  .Assume that l § m9 e9 . Since S RerS Re f T Rf fR k 9 e. R R
  ..  .S Re9rS Re9 , there exists a monomorphism from RerS Re intoR l R R k 9 e. R
 .an injective module Re9rS Re9 . Then by the assumption that l §R l R
 .  .  .m9 e9 , Re9rS Re9 is also indecomposable injective, i.e.,R lq 1 R
 .  .Re9rS Re9 is colocal. So RerS Re is also colocal. ThisR lq1 R R k 9 e.q1 R
 .contradicts the definition of k9 e .
 .   ..Hence l s m9 e9 . Then g ? S Re9rS Re9 / 0 sinceR m 9 e 9.q1 R
  ..    ...    ...S Re9rS Re9 f S E T Rf rS E T Rf and g ?R m 9 e 9.q 1 R 2 R R
    ...    ....   ..S E T Rf rS E T Rf / 0. Therefore E T Rg is projective by2 R R R
 . .8 iii .
 .  .   . <   ..  .9 « 6 . Put T [ f g p R E T Rf f RerS Re for some eR R i R
 .  .   ..4g p R with Re injective and some integer 0 F i F m9 e , whereR
 .  . .  .m9 e is the one given in 8 iii . It is enough to show T = p R .
 .CLAIM 1. Let f g T. If there exists g g p R with g ?
    ...    ....S E T Rf rS E T Rf / 0, then g g T.2 R 1 R
 .  . Proof of Claim 1. Since f g T, there exist e g p R and 0 F i F
 ..   ..  .m9 e such that Re is injective and E T Rf f RerS Re . ThenR R R i R
   ...    ...  .  .S E T Rf rS E T Rf f S Re rS Re . So g ?2 R R iq 2 R iq 1 R
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  .  ..     ...    ....S Re rS Re / 0 because g ? S E T Rf rS E T Rfiq2 R iq1 R 2 R 1 R
/ 0.
<  .  . <   . .  .  .When S Re rS Re G 2, m9 e F k9 e F i. So m9 e siq2 R iq1 R
 .  .   ..k9 e s i since i F m9 e . Therefore E T Rg is isomorphic to someR
  .  ..   ..direct summand of E S Re rS Re . Hence E T Rg isk 9 e.q2 R k 9 e.q1 R R
 . .projective by 9 iii .
<  .  . <   ..Now assume that S Re rS Re s 1. If E T Rg is projective,iq2 R iq1 R R
  ..then g g T. So assume that E T Rg is not projective.R
  ..  .Let h: S RerS Re ª T Rg be an isomorphism. We have aR iq1 R R
 .   .. <monomorphism f : RerS Re ª E T Rg with f sS R er S  R e..R iq1 R R R iq1 R
 . .  .h. Further by 9 ii we can take h g p R with Rh colocal and anR
  ..  .epimorphism a : Rh ª E T Rg . Let p : Re ª RerS Re be theR R iq1 R
natural epimorphism. We have a homomorphism u : Re ª Rh withR R
 .  .  .u ( a s p (f. Now S Re is uniserial since i F m9 e . So Ker u =iq1 R
 .  .  .S Re or Ker u m S Re . On the other hand, a is not monic byiq1 R iq1 R
  ..  .  .the assumption that E T Rg is not projective. So Ker u ( a w Ker u .R
 .  .  .  .  .Therefore, if Ker u = S Re , S Re s Ker p s Ker p (f siq1 R iq1 R
 .  .  .  .Ker u ( a w Ker u = S Re , a contradiction. Hence Ker u miq1 R
 .  .  .  .  .  .S Re . Take 0 F k F i with Ker u s S Re . Then RerS Reiq1 R k R R k R
Ä .  .is injective since i F m9 e . So induce a homomorphism u : RerS ReR k R
Ä Äª Rh from u . u is a split monomorphism. And u is an isomorphism sinceR
Rh is indecomposable. So u is epic. And u is isomorphic because Rh isR R
projective. In consequence, f is epic, i.e., f is an isomorphism. Therefore
g g T.
This establishes Claim 1.
 .   ..CLAIM 2. Let e g p R with Re injecti¨ e and n g N. If f g p RR
  .  ..satisfies f ? S Re rS Re / 0, then f g T.n R ny1 R
Proof of Claim 2. We show this by induction on n.
 .  .When n s 1, Re is injective and T Rf f S Re . So f g T.R R R
  .  ..Assume that Claim 2 is true for n and f ? S Re rS Re / 0. Letnq1 R n R
 .  .  . s  . f , . . . , f g p R with S Re rS Re f [ T Rf . Then we re-1 s n R ny1 R R iis1
.mark that f g T for any j s 1, . . . , s by the inductive assumption. Wej
 . s   ..have a monomorphism : RerS Re ª [ E T Rf . And we canR ny1 R R iis1
 . s    ..induce another monomorphism : RerS Re ª [ E T Rf rR n R R iis1
   ....  4S E T Rf . Hence there exists k g 1, . . . , s such that f ?R i
    ...    ....S E T Rf rS E T Rf / 0. Therefore f g T by Claim 1 since2 R k R k
f g T.k
This establishes Claim 2.
 .  .Now for any f g p R there exists e g p R such that Re is a colocalR
  ..  . .projective cover of E T Rf by 9 ii . So Re is a non-small left R-mod-R
w xule by 6, Lemma 1.1 . Therefore Re is injective since we have alreadyR
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 . .  .shown that a ring R satisfying 9 i , ii is left artinian and left QF-3. On
  ..the other hand, because Re is the projective cover of E T Rf , thereR
  .  ..exists k g N such that f ? S Re rS Re / 0. So f g T by Claim 2.k R ky1 R
 .  .  .  .8 « 6 . In the above proof of 9 « 6 , we used the assumption
 . .9 iii only to show Claim 1. So we have to only give a proof of Claim 1
 . .using 8 iii .
 .CLAIM 1. Let f g T. If there exists g g p R with g ?
    ...    ....S E T Rf rS E T Rf / 0, then g g T.2 R 1 R
 .  .   ..Proof of Claim 1. Since f g T, there are e g p R and 0 F i F m9 e
  ..  .such that Re is injective and E T Rf f RerS Re . So g ?R R R i R
  ..S RerS Re / 0.R iq1 R
 .   ..  .When RerS Re is injective, E T Rg f RerS Re , i.e.,R iq1 R R R iq1 R
g g T.
 .  .  .When RerS Re is not injective, i s m9 e since i F m9 e . SoR iq1 R
  ..  . .   ..E RerS Re is projective by 8 iii . Therefore E T Rg is alsoR iq1 R R
projective. Hence g g T.
 .  .  .  . w x3 , 15 « 18 « 15 . This is by 24, Theorem 3.4 , which is shown by
 .  .  .  .the dual argument of the above 3 , 6 « 8 « 6 .
 .  .  .  .  .  . w x3 , 14 , 15 , 18 « 19 « 15 . This is by 24, Theorem 3.2 , which is
 .  .  .  .  .  .shown by the dual argument of the above 3 , 5 , 6 , 8 « 9 « 6 .
Here we generalize the above equivalent conditions of Theorem B.
THEOREM 1. Let R be a semiprimary ring with DCC and ACC for left
annihilator ideals. Then the following are equi¨ alent.
 .1 E¨ery indecomposable injecti¨ e left R-module is quasi-projecti¨ e.
 .2 E¨ery non-small colocal left R-module is injecti¨ e and quasi-
projecti¨ e.
 .3 Any colocal left R-module which has an injecti¨ e factor module is
both injecti¨ e and quasi-projecti¨ e.
 .  .  .   ..4 For any f g p R , there exists e g p R such that E T Rf ff R
 .Re rr fR .R f R e f
 .5 E¨ery indecomposable injecti¨ e left R-module E is finitely gener-
ated and almost E-projecti¨ e.
 .  .  .6 For any f g p R , there exists e g p R such thatf
 .  .  .i S fR f T e R , andR f R
 .  .  .ii S fRe is simple. Then each e is left non-small.f R f f f
 .7 E¨ery indecomposable projecti¨ e right R-module is quasi-injecti¨ e.
 .8 E¨ery non-cosmall local right R-module is projecti¨ e and quasi-
injecti¨ e.
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 .9 Any local right R-module which has a projecti¨ e submodule is both
projecti¨ e and quasi-injecti¨ e.
 .10 E¨ery indecomposable projecti¨ e right R-module P is almost P-
injecti¨ e.
Remark 1. The following proof shows that the equivalence of condi-
 .  .  .  .tions 1 , 2 , 3 , 4 holds under the weaker assumption that R is perfect
 .  .  .and the equivalence of conditions 7 , 8 , 9 holds under the weaker
assumption that R is semiperfect.
 .  .Proof. 1 « 2 . Assume that there exists a non-small colocal left
 .  .  .R-module M with M / E M . By 1 , E M is indecomposable quasi-R R
 .  w x.projective. So E M is local see, for instance, 9, 5.4.12 Theorem . ThusR
  ..  .we have M : rad E M and so M < E M , a contradiction. Hence,R R R
every non-small colocal left R-module is injective. Such a module is also
 .quasi-projective by 1 .
 .  .2 « 3 . Let M be a colocal left R-module and let E be an injective
w xfactor module of M. Then by 6, Lemma 1.1 , M is non-small since E isR R
 .non-small. Therefore M is injective and quasi-projective by 2 .R
 .  .3 « 1 . For any indecomposable injective left R-module E, the E is
 .an injective factor module of E. So apply 3 .
 .  .  .  .  .  . 7 m 8 m 9 . This is by the dual argument of 1 m 2 m 3 . This
w x .uses 6, Lemma 3.1 .
 .  .  . w x4 m 6 m 7 . This is by 2, Theorem 1 .
 .  .  .   ..  .1 « 4 . For any f g p R , E T Rf is quasi-projective by 1 . SoR
  ..  .E T Rf is local. Therefore we have e g p R with a projective coverR
  ..  .f : Re ª E T Rf . Here we note that Ker f is a left R-right eRe-R R
 w x.subbimodule of Re see, for instance, 9, 5.4.11 Theorem .
 .  .CLAIM. Ker f s r fR .R e
 .  .  .Proof of Claim. : . Assume that there exists x g Ker f y r fR .R e
  .  ..Then we have fr g fR with fr ? x / 0. So frx g Ker f y r fR l fRe.R e
Therefore we may assume that x g fRe.
 .  .Then there exists an epimorphism c : Rx ª T Rf . Let i: T Rf ªR R R
Ä .    ...RerKer f f E T Rf be a monomorphism. We have c : Re ªR R R
Ä . <  .RerKer f such that c s c ( i since RerKer f is injective. WriteR xR R
Ä .  .  .e c s r 9e, where r 9 g R. Then xr9e/ 0, i.e., x ? er 9e s xr9e f Ker f .
 .This contradicts the fact that Ker f is a left R-right eRe-subbimodule of
 .Re and x g Ker f .
 .   ..   ..  .= . Assume that r fR f / 0. Then r fR f = T Rf . So f ?R e R e R
  ..   ..   ..r fR f / 0. But f ? r fR f s f ? r fR f s 0, a contradiction.R e R e R e
 .  .This establishes the claim and so 1 « 4 .
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 .  .  .  .4 « 1 . In 4 , since r fR is a left R-right e Re -subbimodule off fR e f
   .. .  .  wRe , E T Rf f Re rr fR is quasi-projective see, for instance, 9,f R R f R e fx.  .5.4.10 Proposition . So we have 1 .
 .  .1 « 5 . This is clear.
 .  .  w x .5 « 1 . This part is almost the same as the proof of 14, Lemma 2 .
Let E be an indecomposable injective left R-module. Now if E is notR
 . w xlocal, then E is E-projective by 5 and 10, Theorem 1 , i.e., E isR
quasi-projective, as required. We may now assume that E is local.R
Consider the diagram
ER
f
6
p 6 6
E N 0,R R
 .where the row is exact. Then, since by 5 , E is almost E-projective, we
Ä ÄÄ Ä Ä Ä .  .have either f g End E with f s f (p or f g End E with p s f (f.R RÄÄAssume that we have the latter. Then f is epic since E is local. ByRÄÄcomparing Loewy lengths, f must be an isomorphism because E is localRÄ y1Ä .and colocal. In consequence, f s f (p . It follows that E is quasi-R
projective, as required.
 .  .7 « 10 . This is clear.
 .  . w x10 « 7 . Using 11, Theorem 1 , this follows by the dual argument of
 .  .5 « 1 .
PROPOSITION 1. Suppose that R is a right artinian ring which satisfies the
equi¨ alent conditions of Theorem 1. Then R is two-sided artinian.
Proof. Let R s [n P be a decomposition into indecomposable rightiis1
 .ideals. Then P is quasi-injective by Theorem 1 7 for each i. Thereforei R
 .R s End R is left artinian by Lemma 1.R
 .We call a ring R a left quasi-Harada ring abbreviated left QH ring if R
is left artinian and satisfies the equivalent conditions of Theorem 1.
Symmetrically we define a right quasi-Harada ring abbreviated right QH
.  .ring , and a ring is called a quasi-Harada ring abbreviated QH ring if it is
both left and right quasi-Harada.
Obviously, we have the following.
 .PROPOSITION 2. 1 E¨ery left H-ring is left QH.
 .2 E¨ery left QH ring is right QF-2.
 .3 E¨ery left QH ring is left QF-2*.
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Remark 2. Now we have the following relations.
left QF-2* ring66 6
6
6serial ring left H-ring left QH ring
6
right QF-2 ring6
6 6
6 6 6
QR ring QH ring one-sided artinian QF-3 ring
QF-2 ring
EXAMPLE 1. Put
K 0 0
R [ ,K K 0 /K 0 K
where K is a field.
 wThen the ring R is left QH, but neither left H- nor right QH. See 7,
x .Example 3 .
Next we generalize the equivalent conditions of Theorem 1 to left QF-2
rings and right QF-2* rings.
 .PROPOSITION 3. A Let R be a right perfect ring. Then the following
conditions are equi¨ alent.
 .1 R is left QF-2*.
 .2 E¨ery non-small colocal left R-module is local injecti¨ e.
 .3 For any colocal left R-module M with an epimorphism M ª E,
where E is some injecti¨ e left R-module, M is local injecti¨ e.
 .B Let R be a semiperfect ring. Then the following conditions are
equi¨ alent.
 .1 R is right QF-2.
 .2 E¨ery non-cosmall local right R-module is colocal projecti¨ e.
 .3 For any local right R-module N with a monomorphism P ª N,
where P is some projecti¨ e right R-module, N is colocal projecti¨ e.
 .  .  .  .Proof. A This follows by the proof of 1 m 2 m 3 of Theorem 1.
 .  .  .  .B This follows by the proof of 7 m 8 m 9 of Theorem 1.
Unlike Theorem 1, in Proposition 3 there is no equivalence between the
 .  .conditions of A and the conditions of B even if the ring is local artinian,
as the following examples show.
w xEXAMPLE 2 25, Example 1 . Let H ; F be a division ring extension
 .  .with dim F s 3, dim F s 2, and for which there exists a ring isomor-H H
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phism b : F ª H. Let R s F = F as an abelian group and define multipli-
cation via
a, b c, d s ab, b a d q bc . .  .  . .
< < < <Then R is a local artinian ring with R s 3 and R s 2. So R is rightR R
QF-2. But let U be an indecomposable injective left R-module withR
< < 2U ¨ 2. Then U is not local since J s 0 and so R is not left QF-2*.R R
w xEXAMPLE 3 25, Example 2 . Let G ; F be a division ring extension
 .  .with dim F s 3, dim F s 2, and for which there exists a ring isomor-G G
phism a : F ª G. Let T s F = F as an abelian group and define multipli-
cation via
a, b c, d s ab, a a d q bc . .  .  . .
Let V be the indecomposable injective right T-module and put S [T
 .  .2End V . Then S is a local artinian ring with rad S s 0, V is theT S S
< < < <indecomposable injective left S-module with V s 2, and S ¨ 2. So SS S
is left QF-2* but not right QF-2.
Let R be a semiprimary ring. Then for any non-zero element x, we have
n g N such that x g J ny1 and x f J n. We denote this integer n by
 .  .depth x . Further, for any subgroup S of R, we put depth S [
  . < 4max depth x 0 / x g S .
 .LEMMA 2. Let R be a semiprimary ring. Then for any f g p R ,
   ...  .L E T Rf s depth fR .R
 .Proof. F . There exist a set L and an epimorphism f : [ R ªR iig L
  ..E T Rf , where R s R for any i g L. For each i g L, we have n g NR i i
 niy1 .  ni .such that J R f / 0 and J R f s 0. Denote the maximal integeri i
 4  n   .. . n  .of n by n. Then J ? E T Rf s J ? Im f s 0. Thereforei ig L R
   ...L E T Rf F n.R
 .  niy1 .    ...  .Also, for each i g L, 0 / J R f : S E T Rf s T Rf , thusi R R
 niy1 . niy1  .fJ R f / 0. So fJ R / 0. Therefore depth fR G n for any i g L.i i i
 .Hence we obtain that depth fR G n.
   ...  .Consequently, we have L E T Rf F depth fR .R
 .  . ny1 n  .G . Put n [ depth fR . There exists x g fJ y J . Then T RxR
 .  .  .f T Rf . So let f : Rx ª T Rf be an epimorphism and i: T Rf ªRR R R
Ä  ..E T Rf the inclusion map. Then we obtain a homomorphism f : R ªR R
Ä ny1 ny1 Ä  .. <   ..  . .E T Rf with f s f ( i. Then J ? E T Rf = J R f sR xR R
ny1 Ä Ä .  .    ...   ..J f 2 x f / 0. Hence L E T Rf G n s depth fR .R
PROPOSITION 4. Let R be a semiprimary, QF-2*, and one-sided QF-2
ring.
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 .  .  .  .1 i Let e g p R with a monomorphism T eR ª R . Then eR R
is left non-small.
 .  .  .ii Let f g p R with a monomorphism T Rf ª R. Then f isR R
right non-small.
 .2 Let E be a basic set of primiti¨ e idempotents e which ha¨e
 .monomorphisms T eR ª R , and F a basic set of primiti¨ e idempotents fR R
 .which ha¨e monomorphisms T Rf ª R. Then there exists a bijecti¨ e mapR R
a : E ª F, e ¬ f such that
 .   ..a Re is the projecti¨ e co¨er of E T Rf with non-essentialR R
kernel, and
 .   ..b fR is the projecti¨ e co¨er of E T eR with non-essentialR R
 .  .kernel for any correspondent pair e, f g E, F .
 .Remark 3. In Proposition 4, we note that E and F in 2 are subsets of
a basic set of left non-small primitive idempotents of R and of a basic set
 .of right non-small primitive idempotents of R, respectively, by 1 .
 . .  .Proof. 1 ii . Let f g F with a monomorphism i: T Rf ª R. PutR R
 .  .S [ Im i . Since R is left QF-2*, there exist a left non-small primitive
idempotent e9 of R and a left R-submodule X of Re9 with an isomor-
  ..phism z : E T Rf ª Re9rX. Then we have a left R-homomorphismR R
<  y1 < .f9: R ª Re9rX with f9 s i (z . Moreover, since R is projec-S SR R R
tive, we have f : R ª Re9 such that f9 s f (p , where p : Re9 ªR R X X
 .  .Re9rX is the natural epimorphism. Then S f (p s S f9 sX
 . y1 < .   ..  .  .S i (z s T Rf z / 0. So 0 / S f : Re9 . We now show that,S R
 .   ..with S9 [ S f : S Re9 , we haveR
w xi f ? S9 / 0 and
w xii X eu Re9.R R}
if  . w xIn fact, since S9 f S ¤ T Rf , we have i . Also S9 l X s 0 since S9R R R R
 .   . . w xis simple and S9 p s S f (p / 0. So we have ii .X X
 .  .  .Moreover f ? S9 : S fR . In fact, depth S9 s L Re9rX sR R
   ...  .L E T Rf s depth fR , where the second equation is obtained fromR
  ..  .Re9rX f E T Rf , and the last equation is by Lemma 2. So f ? S9 J sR R
 .0, i.e., f ? S9 : S fR , as claimed.R
Take a non-zero element x g f ? S9 and put S0 [ xR. We have an
 . Y  . isomorphism i9: fR = S ª T e9R . Note that e9 g E. We use thisR R
.  .later. Since R is right QF-2*, there exist a right non-small primitive
idempotent f 9 of R and a right R-submodule Y of f 9R with an isomor-
  ..phism z 9: E T e9R ª f 9RrY . Then we have a right R-homomorphismR R
<c 9: fR ª f 9RrY with c 9 s z 9( i9 since f 9RrY is injective. More-S0R R R
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over, since fR is projective, we have c : fR ª f 9R such that c 9 sR R R
p (c , where p : f 9R ª f 9RrY is the natural epimorphism.Y Y R R
 .CLAIM. fR f f 9R or Rf f Rf 9 .R R R R
 .Proof of Claim. a Suppose that R is left QF-2.
w x  .  .  .By ii , X s 0. So S9 s S Re9 . Therefore, depth S0 s depth x sR
 .  .    ...  .depth S9 s depth Re9 s L E T e9R s L f 9RrY , where theR R R
fourth equation is obtained by Lemma 2 and the last equation is from
  ..  .  .E T e9R f f 9RrY . Hence c 9 is epic since c 9 S0 s z 9( i9 S0 sR R
 .S f 9RrY . So c is also epic, and c splits. Therefore fR f f 9R .R R R
 .b Suppose that R is right QF-2.
 Y .  .  .  .c S s S f 9R . So Y s 0 since c 9 S0 s z 9( i9 S0 / 0. Hence f 9RR R R
  ..  .  . w  .xf E T e9R . Therefore S Re9 f T Rf 9 by 1, 31.3.Theorem « .R R R
 w  .xWe note that 1, 31.3.Theorem « holds under the assumption that a
.  .  .ring R is semiprimary by its proof. So S9 f T Rf 9 since S9 : S Re9 .R R R
w xTherefore we have Rf f Rf 9 by i .R R
This establishes the claim.
Therefore f is right non-small since f 9 is right non-small.
 .  .i This is by an argument symmetrical to that of ii .
 .  . .2 In the above proof of 1 ii , for any f g F we obtained e9 g E and
  ..a left R-submodule X of Re9 such that Re9rX f E T Rf and X euR R R }
Re9.R
 . .So by the analogous proof for 1 i , we see that the statement is true.
w xPROPOSITION C 6, Proposition 2.5 . Let R be a semiperfect, left QF-2,
 .  .and left QF-2* ring. Then E R is projecti¨ e and so R is left QF-3 .R
 .Proof. For any e g p R , Re is colocal since R is left QF-2. SoR
 .E Re is local because R is left QF-2*. Therefore, applying PropositionR
 . .  .  .3 B 3 to the inclusion map Re ª E Re we see that E Re is projec-R R
tive.
Next we extend Proposition C to show that the ring R becomes
two-sided QF-3 under the assumption that R is one-sided artinian.
PROPOSITION 5. Suppose that the one-sided artinian ring R is QF-2* and
left QF-2. Then R is QF-3.
 .  .Proof. Let a , e, and f be as given in Proposition 4 2 with a f s e.
Then we have only to show that Re and fR are injective.R R
 .   ..By Proposition 4 2 , we have the projective cover Re ª E T Rf withR R
  ..non-essential kernel. So Re f E T Rf since R is left QF-2, i.e., Re isR R R
 .  .  .  .injective with S Re f T Rf . Therefore S fR f T eR and fR isR R R R R
w xinjective by 1, 31.3.Theorem .
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w x .THEOREM D 20, Proposition 4.2 and its proof . Suppose that R is
a right perfect ring and M is a right R-module. Then if M is small, M ?R
 .r J s 0.R
If R is right artinian, the con¨erse holds.
LEMMA 3. Suppose that the left artinian ring R is left QF-2*. For any left
non-small primiti¨ e idempotent e of R, there exists a right non-small primiti¨ e
 .idempotent f of R such that f ? S Re / 0 and Re is the projecti¨ e co¨er ofR R
  ..E T Rf .R
Remark 4. Let E be as defined in Proposition 4. By Lemma 3,
Proposition 4, and Remark 3, we see that E is a basic set of left non-small
primitive idempotents of R under the assumption that R is a left artinian,
QF-2*, and one-sided QF-2 ring.
 . mProof. Let S Re s [ S , where S is simple for any i gR i R iis1
 4  . n  .  .1, . . . , n . E Re s [ E S . Now Re ­ J ? E Re since Re isR R i R Ris1
 .  .non-small. Also Je : J ? E Re . Thus we have a monomorphism T ReR R
  ..   .. n   ..   ..ª T E Re . Moreover, T E Re f  [ T E S and T E SR R R i R iis1
 4is simple for any i g 1, . . . , n since R is left QF-2*. So there exists an
 .   ..  4isomorphism f : T Re ª T E S for some j g 1, . . . , n . ThereforeR R j
Ä Ä .by the projectivity of Re we have f : Re ª E S such that f (d sR R R j
 .   ..  .s (f, where d : E S ª T E S and s : Re ª T Re are the natu-R j R j R R
Ä  .ral epimorphisms. Then f is the projective cover. Take f g p R with
 .  .  .S f T Rf . Then f ? S Re / 0. Therefore fR ? r J / 0 and so f isR j R R R
right non-small by Theorem D.
w xBy 1, 31.3.Theorem , if R is a one-sided artinian QF-3 ring, there exists
a bijective correspondence between a basic set of left non-small primitive
idempotents of R and a basic set of right non-small primitive idempotents
of R.
Next, we give the same result under the assumption that R is an
artinian, QF-2*, and one-sided QF-2 ring.
PROPOSITION 6. Suppose that R is an artinian QF-2* ring. Then there
exists a bijecti¨ e correspondence a form a basic set of left non-small primiti¨ e
idempotents of R to a basic set of right non-small primiti¨ e idempotents of R.
 .Proof. Let E and F be as defined in Proposition 4 ii . By Remarks 3
 4  .and 4, a a basic set of left non-small primitive idempotents of R s a E
 .  4s a F F a a basic set of right non-small primitive idempotents of R .
Symmetry completes the proof.
EXAMPLE 4. Let R be the ring of Example 1. Then R is an artinian left
 4QF-2* and right QF-2 ring. Let e be the matrix units for i, j g 1, 2, 3 .i j
Then e is a left non-small right small primitive idempotent, e and e11 22 33
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are left small right non-small primitive idempotents. So a a basic set of
4 left non-small primitive idempotents of R § a a basic set of right non-
4small primitive idempotents of R .
2. RELATIONS BETWEEN QH RINGS AND QF RINGS
One-sided QH rings have the following relation with QF rings, when
they are local rings.
PROPOSITION 7. Suppose that R is a local left QH ring. Then R is QF.
 .  4  .  .  .Proof. Since p R s 1 , we have that S R f T R and S R isR R R
  .  ..  .simple so S R f T R by Theorem 1 6 . Therefore, R and R areR R R R
w xinjective by 1, 31.3.Theorem .
In the remainder of this section, we consider the relation between
two-sided QH rings and QF rings.
 .  .LEMMA 4. Let R be a ring and f , g g p R such that E gR f fR andR R
gR is quasi-injecti¨ e. Consider a left R-monomorphism u : gR ª fR.R g
 .  .1 We can define a ring epimorphism p : fRf ª gRg by p a sg g
y1  .  .u ( a ? (u g , where a g fRf.g g
 .2 We can define a left fRf-right gRg-bimodule isomorphism v : gRgg
 .  .ª fRg by v b s u b , where b g gRg, when we regard gRg as a leftg g
 .fRf-module by p in 1 .g
 .  .3 Further let f 9 g p R such that f 9R is injecti¨ e.R
 .a Then we can define a left f 9Rf 9-right fRf-bimodule epimorphism
 .  .  .j : f 9Rf ª f 9Rg by j g s g ? (u g , where g g f 9Rf , when wef 9, g f 9, g g
 .regard f 9Rg as a right fRf-module by p in 1 .g
 .  .  .b Moreo¨er, if S f 9R f T gR , j is isomorphic.R R f 9, g
 .  .  .  .  .Proof. 1 For any a g fRf , a ? Im u : Im u since Im u f gRg g g R R
  . . y1  .is quasi-injective with E Im u s fR. So we can define u ( a ? (u gg R g g
 .End gR . Moreover, for any a 9 g gRg, there exists a g fRf such thatR
 .  .  . y1  .u ( a 9 ? s a ? (u since fR is injective. Then p a s u ( a ?g g R g g
 . y1  . .(u g s u (u ( a 9 ? g s a 9g s a 9. So p is epic.g g g g
 .2 It is clear that v is a right gRg-monomorphism. Assume thatg
 .there exists b9 g fRg y Im v . Then we have a g fRf such that b9 ? sg
 .  .a ? (u because fR is injective. So, since Im u is quasi-injective withg R g R
  . .  . .  .  .  .  .E Im u s fR, b9 s b9 ? g s a ? (u g g Im u ? g s Im v , ag R g g g
contradiction. Therefore v is epic. Also for any a g fRf and any b g gRg,g
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  . .  y1  .  . .  y1  .  ..v p a ? b s v u ( a ? (u g ? b s v u ( a ? (u b sg g g g g g g g
 .  .   ..a ? (u b s a ? v b . So v is a left fRf-homomorphism.g g g
 .  .3 a It is clear that j is a left f 9Rf 9-homomorphism. For anyf 9, g
 .g 9 g f 9Rg, there exists g g f 9Rf such that g 9 ? s g ? (u since f 9R isg R
 .  .  .injective. Then g 9 s g 9 ? g s g ? (u g s j g . So j is epic. Alsog f 9, g f 9, g
 .  .  .  .for any a g fRf and any g g f 9Rf , j ga s ga ? (u g s g ? (f 9, g g
 ..  y1  .  ..  .  ..  .   ..  .u g ? u ( a ? (u g s g ? (u g ? p a s j g ? p a ,g gg g g g f 9, g
 .where the second equation is given since Im u is quasi-injective withg R
  . .E Im u s fR. So j is a right fRf-homomorphism.g R f 9, g
 .  .b Assume that there exists a non-zero element g g Ker j .f 9, g
 .Then there exists b9 g fRg such that 0 / gb9 g S f 9R ? g sinceR
 .  .  .S f 9R f T gR . Therefore we have b g gRg with v b s b9 for vR R g g
 .is an isomorphism. Moreover we obtain a g fRf with p a s b for p isg g
 .  .  .  .  .  .surjective. So 0 s j g ? b s j ga s ga ? (u g s g ? ( a ?f 9, g f 9, g g
 ..  .  .  .  .(u g s g ? (u b s g ? ( v b s gb9 / 0, where we have theg g g
second equation since j is a right fRf-homomorphism by p , the thirdf 9, g g
 .equation by the definition of j , and the fifth equation because p a sf 9, g g
y1  .  ..  .  .  .u ( a ? (u g s b induces a ? (u g s u b . This contradictiong g g g
shows that j is isomorphic.f 9, g
 4mPROPOSITION 8. Let f be a basic set of pairwise orthogonal righti is1
non-small primiti¨ e idempotents of a ring R. Put f [ m f and A [ fRf.is1 i
 .1 Suppose that R is right QH. Then A is a right QH ring.
 .2 Suppose that R is left QH and right QF-3. Then A is a left QH ring.
 .  4Proof. 1 Since R is right QH, there exists a map s 9: 1, . . . , m ª
 4  .  .  .1, . . . , m such that S Rf f T Rf and S f Rf is simple forR i R s 9 i. s 9 i. i f R fi i
 4  .  .  .any i g 1, . . . , m by Theorem 1 6 . Then S Af f T Af andA i A s 9 i.
 .  4S f Af is simple for any i g 1, . . . , m . So A is right QH bys 9 i. i f A fi i
 .Theorem 1 6 .
 .  .  .2 Since R is left QH, S fR is simple for any f g p R byR
 . .Theorem 1 6 i . Since R is also right QF-3, we can take a complete set
 4m n i.f of orthogonal primitive idempotents of R such thati j is1, js1
 .  4a f R is injective for any i g 1, . . . , m andi1 R
 .  .  .b S f R f S f R iff i s i9.i j R i9 j9 R
 4   .4For each pair i g 1, . . . , m and j g 1, . . . , n i , take a right R-mono-
morphism u : f R ª f R . For simplicity, we put p [ p and ji j i j R i1 R i j f k , i ji j
[ j , where p and j are the maps given by Lemma 4.f , f f f , fk1 i j i j k1 i j
 4m w xNow, since f R is a set of injective modules, by 1, 31.3.Theoremi1 R is1
 4  4  4we have maps s : 1, . . . , m ª 1, . . . , m and r : 1, . . . , m ª
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m   .4D 1, . . . , n j such thatjs1
 .  .  .c S f R f T f R andi1 R s  i.r  i. R
 .  .  .d T Rf f S Rf ,R i1 R s  i.r  i.
 4both for any i g 1, . . . , m .
 .  .  .CLAIM. i S f A f T f A andi1 A s  i.1 A
 .  .ii S f Af is simple,f A f i1 s  i.1i1 i1
 4both for any i g 1, . . . , m , i.e., A is left QH.
 .  4Proof of Claim. i For any j g 1, . . . , m and any non-zero element
 .x g f Af s f Rf , there exists g 9 g f Rf such that 0 / xg 9i1 j1 i1 j1 j1 s  i.r  i.
 .  .  .g f Rf by c . We have g g f Rf s f Af withi1 s  i.r  i. j1 s  i.1 j1 s  i.1
 .j g s g 9 because j is epic. Thenj, s  i.r  i. j, s  i.r  i.
 .  .e 0 / xg g f Rf s f Af since 0 / xg 9 s x ?i1 s  i.1 i1 s  i.1
 .  .  ..  .  .j g s x ? g ? (u f s xg ? (u f .j, s  i.r  i. i j i j i j i j
 .  .Now S f Rf is simple by c . So, since f Rf is ai1 s  i.r  i. f R f s  i.1 s  i.1s  i.r  i. s  i.r  i.
local ring and p is a non-zero surjective ring homomorphism,i j
 .S f Rf is simple as a right f Rf -module byi1 s  i.r  i. f R f s  i.1 s  i.1s  i.r  i. s  i.r  i.
p . Therefore,s  i.r  i.
 .  .   ..f S f Af s S f Rf is simplei1 s  i.1 f A f i1 s  i.1 f R fs  i .1 s  i .1 s  i .1 s  i .1
because j is a right f Af -isomorphism.i, s  i.r  i. s  i.1 s  i.1
 .  .  .From the above e and f , we see i .
 .  .  .  .ii By d , S f Rf is simple. So S f Af sf R f i1 s  i.r  i. f A f i1 s  i.1i1 i1 i1 i1
 .S f Rf is simple since j is a left f Rf -isomorphism.f R f i1 s  i.1 i, s  i.r  i. i1 i1i1 i1
This establishes the claim and so completes the proof.
PROPOSITION 9. Let R be a QH ring with a minimal faithful right ideal fR.
Put A [ fRf. Then there exists a suitable extension ring R9 of A such that R is
isomorphic to some factor ring of R9.
 4m n i.More explicitly, let f be a complete set of orthogonal primiti¨ ei j is1, js1
idempotents of R such that
 .  4a f R is injecti¨ e for any i g 1, . . . , m andi1 R
 .  .  .b S f R f S f R iff i s i9.i j R i9 j9 R
 X 4m n i.Define a ring A9 with a complete set f of orthogonal primiti¨ ei j is1, js1
X X X  4idempotents by f A f s f Rf for any k, i g 1, . . . , m , any l gk l i j k1 i1
  .4   .4 X X1, . . . , n k and any j g 1, . . . , n i . Define a subring R9 of A9 by f R9 fk l i jy1   ..s j u f Rf for any k, i, l, and j, where u : f R ª f R is a leftk , i j k l k l i j k l k l R k1 R
 X X .R-monomorphism and j [ j : f A9 f s f Rf ª f Rf is ask , i j f , f k l i j k1 i1 k1 i jk1 i j
defined in Lemma 4. Finally, define the ring homomorphism f : R9 ª R by
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 . .  y1  ... X Xf a s u j a for any a g f R9 f . Then f isk l, i j k l, i j k l k , i j k l, i j k l, i j k l, i j k l i j
epic.
 X X 4m n i.Remark 5. By the following proof, we see that R9 = f A9 f ,i j i j is1, js1
 m X . 4  m X .  m X . f A9 and  f R9  f f A as rings.ks1 k1 ks1 k1 ks1 k1
Proof. First we show that R9 is multiplicatively closed. For any p, k,
 4   .4   .4   .4i g 1, . . . , m , q g 1, . . . , n p , l g 1, . . . , n k , and j g 1, . . . , n i ,
 X X X X .  y1   .. y1   ...j f R9 f ? f R9 f s j j u f Rf ? j u f Rf sp, i j p q k l k l i j p, i j p, k l p q p q k l k , i j k l k l i j
 y1   .. y1   ...  . y1   ..j u f Rf ? j u f Rf ? u f s j u f Rf ?p, k l p q p q k l k , i j k l k l i j i j i j p, k l p q p q k l
 y1   ..  .. y1   ..  y1   ...j u f Rf ? u f s j u f Rf ? j (j u f Rfk , i j k l k l i j i j i j p, k l p q p q k l k, i j k , i j k l k l i j
y1   ..  . y1   ..  .s j u f Rf ? u f Rf s j u f Rf ? u f ?p, k l p q p q k l k l k l i j p, k l p q p q k l k l k l
y1   ..  .f Rf s j ( j u f Rf ? f Rf s u f Rf ? f Rf sk l i j p, k l p, k l p q p q k l k l i j p q p q k l k l i j
 .  . X X X Xu f Rf ? f Rf : u f Rf . Therefore, f R9 f ? f R9 f :p q p q k l k l i j p q p q i j p q k l k l i j
y1   .. X Xj u f Rf s f R9 f .p, i j p q p q i j p q i j
Further, f X R9 f X s f X A9 f X for any i, j, i.e., R9 is a subring of A9 withi j i j i j i j
 X X 4m n i.  .  .  .f A9 f : R9. In fact, for any a g f Rf , j a s a ? (u fi j i j is1, js1 i1 i1 i, i j i j i j
y1  .  .  .s u (u ( a ? (u f s u (p a , i.e.,i j i j i j i j i j i j
 .c j s u (p ,i, i j i j i j
where p [ p is a map defined in Lemma 4. So f X R9 f X si j f i j i ji jy1   .. y1   .. y1   ..j u f Rf s j u (p f Rf s j j f Rf s f Rf si, i j i j i j i j i, i j i j i j i1 i1 i, i j i, i j i1 i1 i1 i1
f X A9 f X , where the second equation is given since p is epic.i j i j i j
X X X X  m X .Moreover f R9 f s f A9 f for any k, i, and j, i.e., R9 =  f A9,k1 i j k1 i j ks1 k1
X X y1   .. y1  . X Xbecause f R9 f s j u f Rf s j f Rf s f Rf s f A9 f ,k1 i j k , i j k1 k1 i j k , i j k1 i j k1 i1 k1 i j
where the third equation is given since j is epic.k , i j
 . y1  ..Moreover, define a map f : R9 ª R by f a s u j a for anyk l k , i j
X X  .a g f R9 f : f Rf and any k, i, l, j. Then f is a surjective ringk l i j k1 i1
homomorphism. To see this, first note that it is a well-defined abelian
 X .group epimorphism by the definition of R9. Moreover f f s f for anyi j i j
 X . y1  X . y1   X ..  X .pair i, j, since f f s u (j f s u ( u (p f s p f s f ,i j i j i, i j i j i j i j i j i j i j i j i j
 .where the second equation is given by c and the last equation is obtained
because p is a surjective ring homomorphism and f X is an identity ini j i j
X X  .  .  .f A9 f s f Rf . So, to finish, we show that f ab s f a f b for anyi j i j i1 i1
X X X X  .  .a g f R9 f , any b g f R9 f , and any p, q, k, l, i, j. f a f b sp q k l k l i j
y1  .. y1  .. y1  . y1  ... y1 .u j a ? u j b s u j a ? u j b s u a ? (p q p, k l k l k , i j p q p, k l k l k , i j p q
 . y1 .  ... y1 .  .  ..u f ? u b ? ( u f s u a ? ( b ? ( u f sk l k l k l i j i j p q i j i j
y1 .  .. y1  ..  .u ab ? (u f s u j ab s f ab .p q i j i j p q p, i j
Let R be a QH ring. Then, since QH rings are QF-3 by Remark 2, R
 4m n i.   4m n i.9.has a complete set f resp. e of orthogonal primitivei j is1, js1 i j is1, js1
idempotents of R such that
 .  .  4a f R resp. Re is injective for any i g 1, . . . , m andi1 R R i1
 .  .  .   .  ..b S f R f S f R resp. S Re f S Re iff i s i9.i j R i9 j9 R R i j R i9 j9
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Then there exist maps
 4  4  4  4s : 1, . . . , m ª 1, . . . , m resp. s 9: 1, . . . , m ª 1, . . . , m .
and
m
 4r : 1, . . . , m ª 1, . . . , n j 4 .D
js1
m
 4resp. r9: 1, . . . , m ª 1, . . . , n j 9 4 .D /
js1
such that
S f R f T f R and T Rf f S Rf .  . .  .i1 R s  i.r  i. R R i1 R s  i.r  i.
  .  .  .  ..resp. S Re f T Re and T e R f S e R for anyR i1 R s  i.9r  i.9 i1 R s  i.9r  i.9 R
 4i g 1, . . . , m , i.e.,
f R , Rf resp. e R , Re .  . .i1 s  i.r  i. s  i.9r  s.9 i1
 4is an i-pair for any i g 1, . . . , m .
 .   ..We say that R is a QH ring of type right * resp. of type left * if s
 .  4resp. s 9 is a permutation of 1, . . . , m .
Let R : Q be a ring extension. Then Q is called a left quotient ring of
R if Q is a rational extension of R. It is well known that every ring RR R
 .  .has a maximal left quotient ring Q R of R given by Q R sl l
  . .  w x.End E R see, for instance, 15, Sect. 4.3, Proposition 8 .R EndE R..R
 .Symmetrically we define the right quotient ring Q R sr
  ..End E R .EndER .. RR
w  .x  .  .By 23, 4.5 , if R is a QF-3 ring, Q R s Q R . We call this thel r
 .maximal quotient ring of R and denote it by Q R .
Further, let fR and Re be minimal faithful right and left ideals of R,
w  . x  .respectively. Then by 23, 4.3 Proposition , Q R is also a QF-3 ring such
 .  .that fR s fQ R and Re s Q R e are minimal faithful right and left
 .  .ideals of Q R , respectively. Especially, we note that fRf s fQ R f and
 .eRe s eQ R e.
w x  .Furthermore, by 3, Theorem 4 , if R is a QH ring, then Q R is also a
 .   ..QH ring and p R s p Q R .
w xIn 19, Theorem 2 K. Oshiro showed that every left H-ring can be
constructed as a factor ring of a suitable extension of some QF ring.
 .In the following Theorem 2 2 , we show that every QH ring can be
constructed as a factor ring of another type of suitable extensions of some
QF ring.
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 w x.THEOREM 2 Compare 19, Proposition 1, Theorem 2 . Suppose that R
is a QH ring.
 .I Let fR and Re be minimal faithful right and left ideals with
decompositions f s m f and e s m e to pairwise orthogonal primiti¨ eis1 i is1 i
idempotents of R, respecti¨ ely. Then the following are equi¨ alent.
 .   . .1 fRf s fQ R f is a QF ring.
 .   . .2 eRe s eQ R e is a QF ring.
 .  .3 R is of type right * .
 .  .4 R is of type left * .
 .  .  .5 Q R is of type right * .
 .  .  .6 Q R is of type left * .
 .    .. <  .47 f g p Q R f is a right non-small idempotent of Q R s
   .. <  .4e g p Q R e is a left non-small idempotent of Q R .
When the equi¨ alent conditions are satisfied, fRf f eRe as rings.
 .II There exists an idempotent f 9 of R such that
 .a f 9Rf 9 is a QF ring, and
 .b R is isomorphic to a factor ring of a suitable extension of f 9Rf 9.
 4  4Put more concretely, there exists a finite descending chain f p fi ig L i ig L1 2
 4p ??? p f of sets which consist of orthogonal primiti¨ e idempotents ofi ig L l
R such that
 .i A is a QF ring,l
 .  .ii  f A is a minimal faithful right ideal of A for anyjg L j iy1 iy1i
 4i g 1, . . . , l , and
 .iii A is isomorphic to ``a factor ring of a suitable extension'' ofi
 4A as in Proposition 9, for any i g 0, . . . , l y 1 , where we put A [ Riq1 0
 .  .  4and A [  f R  f for any i g 1, . . . , l .i jg L j jg L ji i
 .  .  .  .  .Proof. I We show the equivalence of 1 , 3 , 5 , 7 . The equiva-
 .  .  .  .lence of 2 , 4 , 6 , 7 is shown the same way.
 4m n i.Let f and the map s be as given in the definition ``of typei j is1, js1
 . mright * .'' We may assume that f s  f . Then we note that, byis1 i1
  . .Proposition 8 and its proof, fRf is a QH ring and S f fRf fi1 f R f
  . .  4T f fRf for any i g 1, . . . , m .s  i.1 f R f
 .  .1 « 3 . Since fR is a minimal faithful right ideal of R, fRf is a basic
 .   . 4mring. So, by 1 , f fRf is a set of pairwise non-isomorphic injec-i1 f R f is1
  . .   . .tive modules. Hence S f fRf f S f fRf iff i s i9. Further,i1 f R f i91 f R f
  . .   . .T f fRf f T f fRf iff i s i9 by the above note. In con-s  i.1 f R f s  i9.1 f R f
 .sequence, we see that R is of type right * .
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 .  .  .   . .   . .3 « 1 . By 3 and the above note, S f fRf f S f fRfi1 f R f i91 f R f
 .iff i s i9. So, since fRf is a QH ring, f fRf is injective for anyi1 f R f
 4i g 1, . . . , m .
 .  .  .  .1 m 5 . Since fRf s fQ R f and fQ R is a minimal faithful right
 .  .  .ideal of Q R , we may use 1 m 3 already shown above.
 .  .  4n1 « 7 . Let g be a complete set of orthogonal primitive idem-i is1
 .   . .  4potents of Q R . Then S fQ R g is simple for any i g 1, . . . , m .f QR. f i
 . m  .  . m  .In fact, since fQ R s [ f Q R and Q R e s [ Q R e are mini-i iis1 is1
 .   . 4mmal faithful right and left ideals of Q R , respectively, f Q R andi QR. is1
  . 4mQ R e are basic sets of indecomposable injective projective mod-QR. i is1
 . w  . xules. So, since Q R is an artinian ring by 21, 3.1 Proposition , we may
  . .   . .  4 wassume that S Q R e f T Q R f for any i g 1, . . . , m by 1,QR. i QR. i
x   . .31.3.Theorem . Moreover, since R is a QH ring, S Q R g is simpleQR. i
 4  4   . .for any i g 1, . . . , m . And so, for each i g 1, . . . , m , S Q R g fQR. i
  . .    . ..  4S Q R e f T Q R f for some i9 g 1, . . . , m . Therefore,QR. i9 QR. i9
  . .   . .f ? S Q R g / 0 for any i. In consequence, S fQ R g s f ?QR. i f QR. f i
  . .  . w  .xS Q R g is a simple left fQ R f-module by 2, Lemma 1 2 .QR. i
 .  4Therefore, fQ R g is indecomposable for any i g 1, . . . , m . Andf QR. f i
 4  .so, for each i g 1, . . . , m , fQ R g is injective and projective, orf QR. f i
 .neither injective nor projective by 1 .
 . w  .xNow since Q R is a QF-3 maximal quotient ring, by 3, Remark 1 4 we
 .  . know that fQ R g is injective resp. projective iff g is a left resp.f QR. f i i
.  .right non-small idempotent of Q R for each i.
 .Therefore 7 holds.
 .  . w x  .  .7 « 5 . By 3, Theorem 4 , Q R is a QH ring and so Q R is an
artinian QF-3 ring. Therefore, we first note that
 .   ..  .   . .a for any g g p Q R , gQ R resp. Q R g is injective iffQR. QR.
 .g is a right resp. left non-small.
   .. .  4m n i.Now let p Q R [ f be a complete set of orthogonali j is1, js1
 .primitive idempotents of Q R such that
 .  .  4a f Q R is injective for any i g 1, . . . , m andi1 QR.
 .   . .   . .b S f Q R f S f Q R iff i s i9.i j QR. i9 j9 QR.
 4mThen f is a basic set of right non-small primitive idempotents ofi1 is1
 .  .  4mQ R . So, by 7 , we see that f is also a basic set of left non-smalli1 is1
 .  .primitive idempotents of Q R . So take a map s for Q R as given inQR.
 .  .the definition ``of type right * .'' Then s is a permutation by a andQR.
w x1, 31.3.Theorem .
 .  .Finally we show fRf f eRe as rings. Since fQ R and Q R e are mini-
 .   .4mmal faithful right and left ideals of Q R , respectively, f Q R andi is1
  . 4mQ R e are basic sets of indecomposable injective projective right andi is1
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 .  .  4m  4mleft Q R -modules, respectively. So, by a , f and e are basic setsi is1 i is1
 .of left and right non-small primitive idempotents of Q R , respectively.
 .  .  .Therefore, by 7 , fRf s fQ R f f eQ R e s eRe as rings.
 .  4II Let f be a set of orthogonal primitive idempotents of Ri ig L1
 .such that  f R is a minimal faithful right ideal of R. Set A [ig L i 11
 .  . f R  f .ig L i ig L i1 1
When A is QF, the statement is true by Proposition 9.1
Assume that A is not QF. A is a QH ring by Proposition 8. So1 1
 .we have a proper subset L of L such that  f A is a minimal2 1 ig L i 12
 .  .faithful right ideal of A . Hence A s  f R  f1 2 i g L i i g L i2 2
  .  ..f  f A  f is either QF, or QH but not QF. Then we noteig L i 1 ig L i2 2
that A is isomorphic to ``a factor ring of a suitable extension'' of A as1 2
given in Proposition 9. So if A is QF, R is isomorphic to a factor ring of a2
suitable extension of A as required. If A is not QF, there exists a proper2 2
 .subset L of L such that  f A is a minimal faithful right ideal of3 2 ig L i 23
 .  .A . Put A [  f R  f and repeat the argument.2 3 ig L i ig L i3 3
Because L is finite, we can do this at most a finite number of times,1
and we have n g N such that A is QF.n
 .EXAMPLE 5. In Theorem 2 I , even if the equivalent conditions are
 .satisfied, some right resp. left non-small idempotent of R may be left
 .resp. right small. Actually, let k be a field and put
k kR [ .
0 k
 .Let e be a matrix unit. Then R is a serial ring and so a QH ring . e Ri j 11
and Re are minimal faithful right and left ideals, respectively. Moreover22
 .e Re s k is a QF ring. So the equivalent conditions of Theorem 2 I are11 11
satisfied. But e is a right non-small left small idempotent of R and e is11 22
a right small left non-small idempotent of R.
On the other hand, since
k kQ R [ , . k k
 .e is a right non-small left non-small idempotent of Q R and e is a11 22
 .right non-small left non-small idempotent of Q R .
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